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ABSTRACT

Since few years, operational oceanography is growing fast. To predict the evolution of upper layers thermal structure, the “Centre Militaire d’Océanographie” (CMO), uses a 1D thermocline model with a local turbulent closure scheme. In present time, at the air-sea interface, the input of the system is the thermal budget evaluated every day from Arpege model. The forecasting performance strongly depends on the air-sea exchanges terms accuracy. To evaluate that dependence, we use results from PRECOCE experiment, conducted by CMO to validate the forecasting model in N.E. Atlantic. Observations are provided from Marisondes drifting buoys from September 1997 to July 1998. In June 1998, in situ measurements of solar and longwave irradiances were carried on the French Navy oceanographic and hydrographic ship, “D’ENDTRECASTEAUX”, DTX. In this work, to evaluate the thermal air-sea budget accuracy, we present comparisons between in situ measurements, Arpege calculations and hourly satellite estimates from the “Centre de Météorologie Spatiale de Lannion” (CMS)(Brisson and al, 1996). We also test a bulk formulæ method for the analysed input. Then, we compare the impact of the different thermal air-sea budgets on the numerical simulations.
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